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America’s Expansion 1789-1838 - Checklist

Topic RAG

The Nation

People

Land and Democracy

Louisiana Purchase

Lewis and Clark

Divisions over slavery

Cotton Gin

Topic RAG

The Missouri Compromise

Growing Opposition to 
Slavery

Growing Dependence on 
Slavery

Five Civilised Tribes

Indian Removal Act 1830

Indian Resistance and Trail 
of Tears



The Nation

● Constitution - Rules the country is run 
by. They can be changed by 
amendment.

● Congress - People elected from each 
state to make laws.

● President - USA don’t want a king so 
elect a leader every 4 years.

● Supreme Court - The highest court, 
they decide if new laws fit with the 
Constitution.

● States - Well populated areas that 
can elect politicians. There were 13 
originally

● Territories - Areas with not enough 
people to become a state. Run by a 
Territorial Governor

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Washington_Constitutional_Convention_1787.jpg


People

● White Americans - came from Britain 
and northern Europe, claimed to be 
citizens if they were free or good of 
character, voting rights came from 
owning land.

● Indians - constitution accepted Indian 
tribes, white settlers came into 
conflict with Indians whose land they 
tried to farm, they could vote if they 
paid US taxes.

● Black Americans - in 1789 the vast 
majority of 694,000 African 
Americans lives as slaves in the south, 
could not vote.

https://www.flickr.com/photos/internetarchivebookimages/14737844906


Land and Democracy

● Thomas Jefferson decided that only 
people had property and land were 
sensible enough to vote.

● Before he was president he came up 
with the northwest and southwest 
territories

● 640 acres to be sold at a time. Small 
farmers could not afford to pay for 
this.

● In the northwest territories they 
became squatters who just squatted 
on the land who hoped they would 
make enough money to eventually buy 
the land. 



Louisiana Purchase

● 1803, Thomas Jefferson 
wanted to buy New Orleans 
from the French.

● The French were fighting 
the Napoleonic War. They 
made the Americans an 
amazing offer; selling all 
the Louisiana Territory.

● This almost doubled the 
size of America.

● It cost $15 million.
● They received 530 million 

acres.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Talk%3ALouisiana_Purchase/Archive_1


Lewis and Clark

● Lewis and Clark explored the new 
land that the Louisiana Purchase 
gave

● 1804 started and went through the 
Missouri River and Rocky Mountain 
to get the Pacific coast

● They got on well with the Indians as 
they passed especially Sacagawea.

● They didn’t find a route to the 
Pacific but they helped the fur 
trade to flourish.

● This encouraged people to move so 
they could trade with the Indians. 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Detail_Lewis_%26_Clark_at_Three_Forks.jpg


Divisions over Slavery

● 1789, slavery was being phased 
out in the 7 northernmost states 
of USA.

● It thrived in southern states of 
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, 
North and South Carolina and 
Georgia.

● The nation was split into 2 halves, 
‘The North’ and ‘The South’.

● The main differences were 
Economic, Religious and Political 
differences.

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Abolition_of_Slavery_The_Glorious_1st_of_August_1838.jpg


The Cotton Gin

● Invented by Eli Whitney (1793)
● Increased the speed of preparing 

cotton x50
● Cotton could be grown in places it 

couldn’t before.
● Made growing cotton much more 

profitable.
● Led to the development of the 

“Push” system.
● Push system made slaves work 

faster or face brutal punishment.

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:William_L._Sheppard_-_First_use_of_the_Cotton_Gin,_Harper%27s_weekly,_18_Dec._1869,_p._813.png


The Missouri Compromise 1820

● Arguments about the power of 
slave states and free states.

● As America moved west this 
became an increasing problem.

● Line drawn. To balance slave and 
non-slave states

● To the North = No slaves
● To the South = Slavery
● Added two new states Missouri 

and Maine.
● States were generally added in 

pairs after this.

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:The_Civil_War_-_the_national_view_(1906)_(14739688936).jpg


Growing opposition to slavery

● Abolitionists people who believe slavery 
should end. 

● Their number grew in early 19th 
century.

Different reasons and aims:

1. Slavery was simply wrong.
2. Disliked the power it gave to 

Southerners.
3. Free the slaves and send them back to 

Africa
4. Some wanted to stir up violent slave 

revolts.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Origins_of_the_American_Civil_War


Growing dependence on slavery

● Owners of large plantations - tobacco, 
cotton or rice depended on slaves for 
their huge profits.

● Only 25% of southerners owned 
slaves.

● The average age of slaves sold at 
auction in New Orleans was only 9.

● As the South grew so did it’s 
influence on politics.

● Andrew Jackson (Old Hickory) was 
elected in 1829 and was one of the 
first Presidents to actively support 
slavery.

● Slavery was putting the USA under 
more strain.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Slavery_in_the_United_States


Five Civilised Tribes

● Many tribes adopted white culture, 
dress and language.

● They opened newspapers and tribes 
modelled their government on the US 
system.

● 5 tribes in particular changed - these 
were known as the “Five Civilised 
Tribes”.

1. Cherokee
2. Creek
3. Choctaw
4. Chickasaw
5. Seminole

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:ChoctawBelle.jpg


Indian Removal Act, 1830

● 1830, Andrew Jackson became 
President. 

● He disliked Indians and wanted 
cotton plantations to spread 
west.

● He wanted to solve the “Indian 
Problem”.

● The government pressured 
Indian Tribes to give their lands 
to white settlers.

● The Creek, Chickasaw, Choctaw 
began moving west.

● They moved across the 
Mississippi to new Indian 
Territory.

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Andrew_jackson_head.jpg


Indian Resistance and Trail of Tears

● War with the Seminole between 
1835-42 cost an estimated $40-60 
million.

● Many slaves escaped to join forces with 
the Seminole. The USA tricked the 
chief into surrendering then threw him 
in prison.

● The Cherokee leaders agreed to move 
but almost all the tribe refused to 
move.

● In 1838, 7,000 US troops forced 
18,000 Cherokee to move.

● Over the winter around 5,000 Cherokee 
died in the “Trail of Tears”.

● Opened up 25m acres of land for white 
settlers.

https://www.flickr.com/photos/tradingcardsnpsyahoocom/7222969326


Test Yourself

1. What are the three groups we 
study?

2. What is the difference between a 
state and a territory?

3. How much did Louisiana cost?
4. Who invented the Cotton Gin?
5. How many times faster did it 

produce cotton?
6. What were Lewis and Clark sent 

to find?
7. What year was the Missouri 

Compromise?
8. Name a slave state?
9. Someone who wants to get rid of 

slavery is called?

10. The opposite to the “Task System”?
11. Name one of the five civilised tribes?
12. What was the Trail of Tears?
13. What year was the Indian Removal 
Act?
14. Who was the President elected in 
1829?
15.  Why did he want to remove the 
Indians from the east?
16.  How much did war with the Seminole 
cost?
17. Give one reason why people wanted to 
abolish slavery?
18. How many Cherokee were forced to 
move?



The West  1839-60 - Checklist

Topic RAG

Plains Indians

Lakota Sioux

Buffalo Uses

Migrants to the Far West

Making the Journey

Impact of Migration on 
Native Americans

Topic RAG

Mormons

Mormon Settlement of Utah

California Gold Rush 
1848-49

Impact of California Gold 
Rush 1848-49

Pike’s Peak gold rush 
1858-59

Impact of Pike’s Peak 
1858-59



Plains Indians

The Apache - Originally from the 
southwest plains. One of the first 
tribes get guns and horses from the 
Spanish.

The Cheyenne - Originally lived in small 
settlements on the edge of the 
northern plains. Horses and guns meant 
they could hunat and trade the buffalo.

The Lakota Sioux - Originally lived on 
the northern edge of the Plains near 
the Great Lakes. Guns and horses 
allowed the Sioux to hunt buffalo and 
expand onto the Plains.

https://www.pxfuel.com/en/free-photo-jxqaw


Lakota Sioux

Buffalo - The Lakota Sioux used buffalo for food, 
clothing and shelter. 

Homes and Families - Lakota families lived in a 
tipi made from several buffalo hides stretched 
over wooden poles.  The elderly were often left to 
die.

Beliefs - They believed in the Great Spirit, 
Wakan Tanka. Circles were a big part of their 
culture.

Leadership - Each tribe selected someone they 
trusted to lead well. 

Warfare - They had fierce rivalries with other 
tribes and fought to steal horses to control 
hunting grounds.

https://www.flickr.com/photos/trialsanderrors/2917805433


Buffalo Uses

Tail - Fly swots, ornaments.

Hooves - Glue, tools, rattles.

Hide - Teepee covers, robes, blankets, 
dolls.

Dung - Fuel (known as buffalo chips).

Flesh - Meat (eaten raw, cooked or 
dried).

Tongue - Hairbrush, food.

Stomach - Cooking vessel, buckets.

Muscle Sinew - Bow string, thread.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:American_bison_k5680-1.jpg


Migrants to the Far West - Reasons

1. Economic collapse and Recession. 
Banks collapsed, wages were cut 
and farmers faced ruin. 

2. Adverts. Adverts reinforced the 
idea the Far West was a fantastic 
opportunity.

3. Pre-emption Act (1841). Applied 
to Oregon. If you cleared land you 
got the first chance to buy. It 
stopped land speculators.

4. Manifest Destiny. The belief that 
it was white America's God given 
right to control the whole 
continent.

5. Maps. Better maps helped make 
the journey easier and safer.

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:American_Progress_(John_Gast_painting).jpg


Making the Journey West

Journey 

● Journey was around 2400 miles.
● Migrants included US, Irish, Swedish, 

Germans. Up to 25% foreign born.
● Over 3,000 black Americans reached 

California by 1850 but law denied them 
citizenship

Hazards

● Often travelled in wagon “trains” for 
safety.

● Weather - (heat, rain, snow)
● Accidents
● Impassable rivers
● Starvation
● Indian attacks

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Indians_Attacking_a_Wagon_Train_by_Emanuel_Leutze,_1863FXD.jpg


Impact of Migration on Native Americans

Tension on the Plains

● Different visions of the west caused 
tension, Some tribes gained better 
hunting rights, smaller tribes like the 
Crow were outraged.

Conflict in Oregon

● In 1855, the US government signed a 
treaty with the Yakima. This meant 
settlement was supposed to be 
delayed for 2 years. 

● The Yakima felt cheated. By 1858, 
they had lost 90% of their land and 
24 chiefs had been killed.

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Chief_Nouh_%22Jimmy%22_Sluiskin,_Yakima_-Yakama-_Indian_tribe,_in_ceremonial_dress_(CURTIS_1274).jpeg


Mormons

● Mormons are a religious group that 
follow the teachings of Joseph Smith 
and the Book of Mormon.

● In 1830’s, they gained new followers 
due to recession.

● They opposed slavery which made 
them unpopular in the south 
(Missouri)

● They were forced out of Nauvoo 
(Illinois) by a mob, persecuted for 
their belief in polygamy.

● Brigham Young took them on a 1300 
mile journey to found Salt Lake City 
(Utah)

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Brigham_Young_by_Charles_William_Carter.jpg


Mormon settlement of Utah

● Salt Lake City was originally 
chosen because it was outside 
USA control. 

● USA however took over the 
territory from Mexico.

● Brigham Young set up a model city 
that was more equal and irrigated.

● He wanted Utah to join as a state 
but was turned down because of 
their beliefs in polygamy.

● After Mormons massacred a 
group of settlers who they 
thought were spies Brigham 
Young stepped down as Governor 
and Utah was forced to follow US 
laws.

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Sketch_of_Salt_Lake_1860.jpg


California Gold Rush 1848-49

● Rumours that $1000 could be 
made a day and men washed $16 
of gold was their bearders. 

● 50,000 Americans headed to 
California in 1849.

● People made more money by 
meeting the needs of the miners. 

● Merchants sold basic supplies for 
5 to 10 times its price.

● Levi Strauss made a fortune by 
selling hard wearing denim 
trousers.

● Nancy Gooch was a free slave 
and used earning to buy the 
freedom of her son and his wife.

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:1850_Woman_and_Men_in_California_Gold_Rush.jpg


Impact of the California Gold Rush 1848-49

● 1852, 108 crushing mills dominated the 
California gold scene. Many miners found 
themselves working for these big 
companies.

● California became a state in 1850. This 
had a massive impact on the Missouri 
Compromise.

● The growth of California led to 
increased demands for a 
transcontinental railroad.

● It led to conflict with Native Americans. 
Governor Burnett declared a “war of 
extermination…”

● It led to massive ecological devastation. 
Towns were washed away and 
animals/wildlife were killed.

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Gold_Rush_Indian_Woman_Panning.jpg


Pike’s Peak gold rush, 1858-59

● 1858, gold is discovered. Spurred on by recession, 
more than 100,000 made the journey to Kansas.

● Rail lines helped people get there quicker and 
easier.

● “Town” boosters set out to increase the influence 
of their towns. Many lied about the journey. One 
trail became known as the “Starvation Trail”.

Impact

● Growth in population led to Kansas becoming a state 
in 1861. This led to the issues of “Bleeding Kansas”.

● It started the slow process of populating the 
“missing middle” states.

● It led to even worse relations with the Indians as 
the government broke treaties and white settlers 
flooded the Plains.



Test Yourself

1. Name one of the three Plains 
Indian Tribes?

2. What years was the California gold 
rush?

3. Name one positive and one negative 
impact of the California gold rush?

4. Who was the leader of the 
Mormons?

5. Where did the Mormons settle?
6. Why were the Mormons forced to 

leave Nauvoo?
7. Give one reason why immigrants 

moved west?
8. Explain the Sioux belief in circles?
9. Give one buffalo body part and the 

use?
10. What does Manifest Destiny mean?

11.  How far was the journey west?
12. Give a nationality that made the journey 
west?
13. Give one hazard that migrants faced in 
their journey west?
14. How many people headed west during the 
California gold rush?
15.Who made a fortune selling jeans to gold 
miners?
16. Who owned Utah when the Mormons 
arrived?
17. How many people moved west for the 
Pikes Peak gold rush
18.  Why did more people get to Pikes Peak?
19. What conflict did it help lead to?
20. What was a town boosters?



Civil War & Reconstruction 1861-77  Checklist

Topic RAG

Divisions: North and South

Abolitionists

Threats to Southern power

Build up to war 1850-60

States rights and beginnings 
1860-61

Black experiences: Limited 
War 1861-62

Topic RAG

Contraband and first signs of 
freedom

Black experiences: Total War 
1863-65

Reconstruction and betrayal

Radical Reconstruction

Reconstruction loses its way



Divisions: North and South

In 1850, there were 3.2m slaves who 
had a value of $1.3bn ($578bn today).

North

● More modern, capitalist, small 
farms and small business. Believed 
slavery was unfair.

South

● Semi modern, plantations 
dominated by a few powerful 
landowners. Little industry. 
Believed slavery was “natural”.

https://www.pikrepo.com/search?q=slave+house


Abolitionists

● 1831, William Lloyd Garrison founded 
The Liberator.

● Escaped slave Frederick Douglass gave 
lectures and wrote articles about 
slavery.

● Douglass and Harriet Tubman helped 
thousands of slaves escape north on 
the “Underground Railroad”.

● 1851. Harriet Beecher-Stowe wrote 
Uncle Tom’s Cabin about the horrors 
of slavery. It sold 2 million copies

● Even southerners with no slaves were 
worried about abolishing slavery would 
change their way of life or slaves 
would rise up and kill the white 
population.

https://www.flickr.com/photos/notionscapital/19411749365


Threats to Southern Power

● Slave owners were worried they were 
losing influence. 

● The population of the North was 
growing, as a State’s population grew 
the influence of the north in Congress 
grew.

● 1846, Congress said land taken from 
Mexico should be free from slavery.

● Clay offered a compromise: California 
should enter as a free state. 

● Territories taken from Mexico should 
decide if they wanted slavery

● All states should accept the Fugitive 
Slave Act.

● Clay’s “compromise” was a victory for 
the slave owning south.

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Henry_Clay-headshot.jpg


Build up to war 1850-60

● Democrat President Buchanan, became 
President in 1856. His actions pushed 
many northerners to the new Republican 
party.

● He supported slavery in Kansas and the 
controversial Supreme Court ruling 
Dredd Scott (1857)..

● During the 1860 campaign, Abraham 
Lincoln developed an image as “Honest 
Abe”.

● He promised to build a transcontinental 
railroad and stop the expansion of 
slavery.

● Lincoln won the Presidency with 
northern support but did not win a single 
southern state. (in some he didn’t win a 
single vote)

https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abraham_Lincoln


States Rights and start of Civil War 1860-61

● Throughout 1860 election southern 
states made it clear they would see a 
Lincoln victory as an attack on slavery.

● November 1860, South Carolina 
unanimously voted to secede from the 
Union,

● Winter 1860-61 another six states 
seceded.

● Feb 1861, The Confederacy elected a new 
government led by slave holder 
Jefferson Davis.

● 4th March Lincoln became President. He 
said the south's actions were illegal.

● 12th April 1861, he sent troops to Fort 
Sumter and the south opened fire. The 
Civil War had started. The USA was at 
war with itself.

https://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Archivo:Bombardment_of_Fort_Sumter(3b52027r).jpg


Black Experiences: Limited War 1861-62

● In the north black workers were able to get 
jobs but were unable to be in charge of 
white workers. In the south they were 
unable to get jobs. 

● Housing tended to be poor in both the north 
and the south but in the south disease was 
common due to lack of sanitation. 

● In the north most schools were segregated 
and there were a few black universities but 
in the south it was illegal for black slaves to 
learn how to read or write. 

● In the north public places were usually 
segregated and a lot of racism. In the south 
slaves were treated as property rather than 
as people, they couldn’t use any public 
facilities without permission.  



Contrabands and First signs of freedom

● A law in 1772 stopped them from fighting in the 
war and Lincoln would not change this rule as he 
was worried about the border states.

● In the south a handful of slaves worked for the 
confederacy but were not allowed to fight. 

● Many slaves chose to support the north. The 
union army was not sure what to do with the 
escapees and used them for similar work which 
outraged the confederacy. 

● The south demanded that the Union return the 
hostages to their plantations.They insisted that 
they could not be hostages as they were 
property not people.

● Northern volunteers like Harriet Tubman came 
south to offer healthcare and education.



Black Experiences: Total War 1863-65

● 1st January 1863, Lincoln finally agreed 
to free the slaves and the 13th 
Amendment came into effect. Millions 
of slaves were promised freedom.

● Black regiments, like the 55th Mass. 
were formed and helped tip the balance 
in favour of the north. To begin with 
they were paid less but eventually got 
equal pay.

● In final months General Sherman 
marched to the sea and freed slaves. As 
he went he gave the slaves 40 acres and 
a mule.

● In the north race riots broke out about 
conscription. Black people were 
murdered as white people went on a 
rampage.

https://www.flickr.com/photos/tradingcardsnpsyahoocom/7223011698


Reconstruction and Betrayal

● 13th Amendment = End Slavery
● 14th Amendment = Citizenship
● 15th Amendment = Voting Rights
● April 1865 - Civil War ended.
● April 1865 - Lincoln is assassinated by John 

Wilkes Booth.
● Vice President Johnson takes over and is not 

interested in rights for black people. He 
believed the most important job was brining 
the country back together. He also believed 
national governments should not interfere 
with states..

● Black codes came into effect in many 
southern states, this banned interracial 
marriage, or black people giving evidence.

● By 1865 the Ku Klux Klan had been formed to 
attack and intimidate black people.

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:President_Andrew_Johnson.jpg


Radical Reconstruction 1866-70

Congress was free from any southern influence and 
enacted “radical” policies. These included:

● Feb 1866 - made the Freedman Bureau permanent.
● June 1866 - approved the 14th amendment.
● Jan 1867 - Black men in DC could vote this leads 

the way for other southern states.
● Mar-July 1867 - Passed 3 Reconstruction Acts 

which divided the south into 5 military zones, 
required black voters to be registered and 
protected and stopped Confederate soldiers from 
voting.

● By June 1868, 7 southern states had been 
readmitted

● By 1870, 2000 black politicians had taken office.
● To the Radicals delight Johnson lost the election 

to Grant. Their delight wouldn’t last.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:First_Colored_Senator_and_Representatives.jpg


Reconstruction loses its way

● Scallywags - Southerners who 
sympathised with radical views. 
Carpetbaggers - People who moved from 
the North to make money.

● Radical Weakness - Many key Republicans 
died between 1868-75, they lost their 
majority in Congress in 1874. 1872, the 
Freedman Bureau was closed.

● During the 1870’s, black people suffered 
increased violence. Lynchings also 
increased

● Supreme Court ruled that segregation 
was a local rather than national issue. 
Also said they could not interfere with 
states denying black voters.

● 1877, the last Union troops left the 
south. Reconstruction was over!

https://es.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Archivo:Kkk-carpetbagger-cartoon.jpg


Test Yourself

1. How many slaves were there in 1850?
2. Give one difference between North 

and South?
3. Who founded The Liberator 

newspaper?
4. Who was Harriet Tubman?
5. What was the name of the book 

written by Harriet Beecher Stowe?
6. What was the Clay compromise?
7. What was the Fugitive Slave Act?
8. How many southern states did Lincoln 

win?
9. What was the name of the 

controversial Supreme Court ruling of 
1857?

10. What does secede mean?

1. Which was the first state to secede?
2. What date did the American Civil War 

start?
3. What was the name of the leader of 

The Confederacy?
4. Name one Union and one Confederate 

state?
5. What dates was “Limited War”?
6. Why did Lincoln initially refuse to 

allow black soldiers?
7. When did the 13th Amendment come 

into effect?
8. What was the 15th amendment?
9. How many military zones was the south 

divided into during Reconstruction?
10. When did Reconstruction end?



Settlement and Conflict on the Plains-Checklist

Topic RAG

Railroads

Cattle business and cow 
towns

Moving to the Plains

Living on the Plains

Reasons for war

Indian Wars; 1861-77

Great Sioux War 1875-77

https://www.needpix.com/photo/179353/checklist-clip-board-blank-to-do-control


Railroads

● July 1862, Lincoln approved the Pacific 
Railroad Act. The US government would 
provide money for any company willing to link 
the eastern and western.

● In California, the Central  Pacific Railroad 
Company built from the west. They employed 
12,000 chinese and tunnelled through the 
Sierra Nevada and Rockies.

● In the East  Union Pacific Railroad Company 
built across the Plains and dealt with hostile 
Indians.

● They received 6400 acres of land for every 
mile of track laid. In total they got as much 
land as Texas.

● Railroads connected America and made 
Manifest Destiny real but led to conflict with 
Indians.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/First_Transcontinental_Railroad


Cattle business and cow towns

● Open Range meant cattle roamed free. They 
were rounded up driven in large herds north.

● During Civil War, many Texans fought for the 
losing side. When they came back there were 
huge herds driven to the nearest cow towns.

● 1866,Goodnight and Loving  made a fortune 
and their success led to others.

● Cow towns were set up like Abilene (1867)by 
McCoy or Dodge City. Around ⅓ of cowboys 
were ex slaves, Indians or Mexicans.

● They were often very violent places but by the 
1870’s gun laws and sheriffs had made them 
safer.

● Introducing cattle ranches reduced cowboys 
and “fencing in”  led to conflict with Indians.

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:WRIGHT(1913)_Dodge_City_in_1878_(14782835852).jpg


Moving to the Plains

In the 1860-70’s millions of people moved west 
onto the Plains. They came from Europe, eastern 
and southern states, some were ex-slaves.

1. People could buy land much cheaper than in 
Europe or back east. Many could fulfil their 
dream of being independent farmers.

2. Lincoln introduced the Homestead Act 
(1862). If they farmed the land for five 
years, for a (small fee) it was theirs. 15% 
were single women.

3. Railroads companies had huge amounts of 
land. From the 1860’s they used a huge, 
international, advertising campaign to sell 
the land.

https://picryl.com/media/millions-of-acres-iowa-and-nebraska-land-for-sale-on-10-years-credit-by-the


Living on the Plains

Problem Solution

Keeping Healthy X

Lack of water Dry farming
Deep wells
Russian wheat

Keeping Warm Burning buffalo chips

Building a house Soddies - houses made of 
mud and grass blocks

Fencing the land Invention of barbed wire. 
Cheap fencing

Isolation Built schools & churches

https://picryl.com/media/edward-marsh-eight-miles-north-and-one-mile-east-of-mason-city-southwest-custer


Reasons for war

As ranchers and homesteaders moved to 
the Plains it led to increased conflict with 
Indians. Three main reasons were:

1. Ecological Tensions - Different views 
of the land and competition for 
grassland and water led to conflict.

2. Hardening Attitudes - The Indians 
felt they could not trust the white 
people as they kept breaking treaties. 
White Americans came to see Indians 
as biologically inferior savages.

3. Guns and Fear - Growing gun 
ownership and fear saw both sides 
using these new guns to solve 
conflicts.

https://www.nps.gov/fosm/learn/historyculture/1873-winchester-rifle-and-carbine.htm


Indian Wars 1861-77

● The Santee Sioux were forced to give up 28m 
acres of land. Many Sioux were starving and 
Little Crow went to negotiate emergency food. 
He was refused. It led to violence before Little 
Crow was beheaded.

● The “Bloodless Third” were mocked for not 
fighting against the Indians. Chivington rode to 
Sand Creek (1864) and massacred 105 Cheyenne 
women and children and 28 men.

● After Sand Creek nmany Cheyenne fled to Sioux 
land with tales of violence. Red Cloud and Sioux 
began attacking settlers. During 1866, the Sioux 
attacked forts.

● Red Clouds victories forced the US government 
to sign the Fort Laramie Treaty (1868). A 
humiliating defeat for the US government.

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Heyn_Photo_-_Jack_Red_Cloud_cph.3b03730.jpg


Great Sioux War 1875-77

● 1868 Fort Laramie Treaty promised no 
white people would set foot in Black Hills.

● When gold was discovered they quickly 
broke the treaty. US govt offered $6m, 
some Sioux agreed but Sitting Bull 
refused. 

● Sitting Bull led the Sioux to victory over 
arrogant General Custer at Little Bighorn. 

● The Sioux had won a great victory but 
the US govt wanted revenge.

● Sitting Bull and the Sioux escaped into 
Canada but were forced to return when 
they ran out of food over the winter.

● The Sioux were forced onto Reservations 
and the US govt took the Black Hills and 
40 million more acres.

https://tr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dosya:Custer_Portrait_Restored.jpg


Test Yourself

1. What was the name of the two railroad 
companies?

2. How many acres did they recieve for 
every mile of track laid?

3. What state was the land given to 
railroad equivalent to? 

4. What was the name of the ranchers 
that made a fortune in 1866?

5. Name one cattle town?
6. Give one reason why violence in cattle 

towns was reduced?
7. What rancher practice led to conflict 

with Indians?
8. What year was the Homestead Act?
9. What % of Homesteaders were single 

women?

1. Give one problem and solution 
Homesteaders faced?

2. Name one ecological tension that led 
to conflict with Indians?

3. What problem did Russian wheat 
solve?

4. Explain how different attitudes led 
to conflict?

5. What were the Bloodless Third?
6. What year was the Fort Laramie 

Treaty signed?
7. Which mountain range were sacred to 

the Sioux
8. Who was the leader of the 7th 

cavalry who was killed at Little 
Bighorn?

9. Who was the leader of the Sioux at 
the Battle of Little Bighorn?



American Cultures 1877-1900 Checklist

Topic RAG

Reservations and destruction of 
Indian culture.

Friends of the Indians and Final 
Vision

Black lives - Economic change

Black lives - Social Changes

Black lives - Political change

Big business and workers

Cities and Mass Migration

https://www.needpix.com/photo/179353/checklist-clip-board-blank-to-do-control


Reservations and destruction of Indian Culture

● Buffalo were killed in the millions. As many as 
3 million were killed by white hunters alone 
and the vast herds of the 1840’s were gone.

● The slaughter of the buffalo destroyed part 
of Indian culture. Whether killing the buffalo 
was done to destroy Indian culture is widely 
debated.

● This led to Indians being forced onto 
reservations. Other reasons were 
Homesteaders who fenced in land and water 
supplies.

● Big factories picked wild fruit for canned 
fruit for growing cities back east.

● Late 1870’s US government followed a policy 
of splitting up tribes.

● They were forced to grow crops and survive 
on government handouts.



Friends of the Indians and Final Vision

● 1883, Friends of the Indians are founded. 
They wanted to help Indians by Christianising 
and educate them. 

● They helped root out corruption on 
Reservations & help them “escape” their roots.

● The Dawes Act gave 160 acres to Indians but 
by 1900, ⅔ had been sold to Homesteaders.

● Ghost Dancing swept the tribes, they believed 
the dance would bring back the buffalo and 
sweep away the white man.

● After the death of Sitting Bull many Indians 
fled to a place called Wounded Knee.

● A shot was fired which led to the US army 
opening fire on the Indians.

● 250 were killed and Indian resistance was over



Black Lives - Economic Change

● Ida Wells - Refused to give up her seat on 
a train. She lost the court case but gained 
national voice. She used it to campaign for 
education and about lynching. Helped 
found the NAACP.

● Life in the South - Cotton industry 
collapsed after Civil War. Black people 
were often trapped working as 
sharecroppers.

● Opportunities in the West - Singleton 
urged black people to move west, away 
from violence, Using the Homestead Act, 
6000 moved to Kansas. They became known 
as Exodusters.

● Education and Training - Booker T. 
Washington

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Ida_B._Wells.jpg


Black Lives - Social Change

● Jim Crow Laws - Many states introduced 
segregation laws in the 1890’s. 1896 the 
Supreme court agreed that providing 
separate facilities was legal - despite the 
14th amendment.

● Black Churches - black churches became 
very popular. They gave communities a 
strong sense of community but often 
unwilling to challenge Jim Crow laws.

● Living Conditions - More black people 
owned land but many lived in poverty in 
poor housing.  Most black people lived in 
black ghettos.

● Black Academics & artists - Between 
1865-1900 increase in black authors. 
Black musicians flourished in the cities.



Black Lives - Political Change

● Redeemers - Southerners who wanted to 
undo the “damage” done by abolition. 

● Ku Klux Klan - Banned in the 1870’s, but it 
had secretly reformed. Remained a 
powerful influence in the south with 
support from police and politicians.

● Constitutional Change - Constitutional 
amendments meant Civil Rights 
campaigners (like Wells) could campaign for 
greater equality. Southern states couldn’t 
take all the rights from black people.

● Lynching - After 1870 black people were 
at risk of lynching. 161 were lynched in 
1891 alone. They could be lynched for 
looking at white women, being disrespectful 
or being too wealthy.

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Ku_Klux_Klan_members_and_a_burning_cross,_Denver,_Colorado,_1921.jpg


Big Business and Workers

● Corporations grew massively between 
1870-1900. In 1850 there were >5000 
companies by 1900 there were only 334.

● Andrew Carnegie had started as a poor 
Scottish immigrant and by 1900 was worth 
$1bn.

● He made his money by investing in the new 
steel industries. This was valuable because 
of the railway track and skyscrapers.He 
gave away 80% of his wealth (Philanthropy).

● Workers often suffered poor wages and 
conditions. 

● Strikers were often dealt with violently, 
helped by the government. Employers could 
also use immigrants and black workers to 
lower wages.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Andrew_Carnegie


Cities and Mass Migration

● Cities grew massively during this period. 
Chicago grew from 300,000 in 1870 to 
1.5m in 1900.

● Cities in the west like San Francisco and 
St Louis also grew quickly as people moved 
west.

● Cities were places of wealth and 
entertainment but also poverty and slums.

● Many migrants ended up in New York on 
Ellis Island. Sometimes suffered 
discrimination and violence.

● They came from Ireland, Germany then 
later Italy, Greece then by 1900 Russia.

● First immigration laws stopped Chinese 
immigrants in 1882. Chinese exclusion act.



Test Yourself

1. How many buffalo were killed by 
white hunters?

2. Who were the “Friends of the 
Indians”?

3. What was the Dawes Act?
4. Explain the Ghost dance craze?
5. Where were the Native Americans 

massacred?
6. How many Indians were killed in 

the massacre?
7. Why did Ida Wells come to 

national attention?
8. What were the two main focuses 

of Ida Wells?

1. Who were the Exodusters?
2. What were the Jim Crow laws?
3. What were the “Redeemers”?
4. What was the name of the 

Scottish immigrant worth$1bn by 
1900?

5. What % of his wealth did he give 
away?

6. How were strikers dealt with?
7. Name one country people came to 

America from?
8. What was the Chinese Exclusion 

Act?


